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Rationale.—^Upon secondary school graduation many al¬
ternatives become possible: to go to college, business or
technical school, to enter military service, to get married
or to get a job. The alternative to be chosen is one of the
most critical decisions in the life of young men and v?omen.
The effect of such a decision is not predictable, for it
cannot be seen in the immediate present. It can be noted as
an outcome of the future. If a student decides to attend
college, he must choose one college from many others. It
is this alternative and the factors which determine the
direction of the decision with which the researcher will be
concerned.
Many students tend to choose a college with a "hit"
and "miss" procedure. Often, little thought is given to the
importance of the decision that is made. When students are
questioned as to reasons for going to college, answers are
often stereotyped responses they have heard; "because I need
a college education," or " to obtain an education." Such
1
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stereotyped answers may seem practical and useful when one is
discussing college choice with friends and families. They are
answeres that may be reasonably acceptable to one's self.
They are, however, answers that are not particularly adequate
or meaningful. Many times those answers may be an effort to
avoid a sincere and rational consideration of the many factors
involved.
Choosing a college is not an insignificant matter. It
is unlike a fad or craze which is discarded in a short time
The college chosen can well be an influence on a student's
entire life, not only in the quality of education received,
but in the establishment of friendships, and the development
of ideas and goals. Some students may choose a college wisely
the first time and complete their course of study within
one institution. Others may begin study at one college and
complete their course study in another institution. Then,
some students may begin college but never complete it because
of their unfortunate choice. The choice of college is a
matter worthy of extended consideration. Pc iceless time,
money, and opportunities may be lost as a result of an un¬
realistic decision. In addition a student may be unable to
reclaim what was lost in the decision.
Students should have all the assistance they need in the
3
selection of a college. Many persons seem willing to dispense
advice. Alumnae consider themselves authorities in ehlping
in the choice of a college. Older sisters and brothers sug¬
gest that there is no college like their own. An athlete
playing on a college team may be viewed as a hero to emulate.
Parents may xirge their children to attend. Many pressures
are present when a student indicates a desire to further his
education.
However, to leave the choice wholly to the student may
not be wise. Even the most discerning student may not be
aware of all the complicated factors involved in the selection
of a college. Bloom and jpeters-believe that the high school
counselor is the person to assist students most adequately in
college selection.^ With a counselor's aid the student may be
assisted to realize more fully who he is, what he thinks
about himself, and the sort of person he would lik& to be. For
counseling has as a goal the fostering of achievement of think-
2
ing in the realm of educational growth. Counselors attempt to
^Benraamin S. Bloom and Frank Peters, Academic Prediction
Scales for Counseling and Selecting College Entrants. (New
York: The Free Press of Glencoe, Inc., 1961), p. 6.
2
Edward Glanz and Ernest Walston, Personal Adjustment.
(Boston: Alyn and Bacon, 1958), p. 7.
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to guide the decision-making process through a consideration
of students' needs, interests, and values in the hope of
bringing about a better understanding of students' decisions
concerning educational choices.
School counselors realize that factors which influence
one individual might not influence another. The criteria by
which students are influenced are of unequal importance when
one thinks of the uniqueness of each person. Students, like
other people, are motivated by basic drives and needs, both
organic and social. Hunger, thirst, and sex are organic and
are basic psysiological drives. The need for security, ac¬
ceptance, and independence may be considered as social drives.
These are learned and arise out of interaction with environment.
Social drives are significant in a decision to attend college
and in the selection of a college. Typical of the operation
of social drives is the determining effect of the need of
security, which probably yields the desire for an education.
The counselor considers with the student other factors such
as : finances, ability, interests, and location, size and cur¬
riculum of the college. Counselors may aid students in looking
at all sides of the selection of a college, in viewing possible
alternatives, or in evaluating the proposed decision.
There is an unfortunate trend in this day of boomering
5
college enrollment toward becoming entranced with the idea
that everyone should go to college. This is manily due to
the prevailing cultural values assigned to a college education
Society seems determined to push youth into college. Parents
pressure counselors and principals to offer more and more
academic preparation for college. Newspapers, magazines,
radio and television have an abundance of articles as well as
information on "special programs" designed to urge young
people to seek education beyond high school. Throughout the
year tests are administered to high school seniors, attempting
in many cases to select talented students among the general
population. Selective Service Boards are empowered to defer
from the draft those students who are in college and §oing
well. Some colleges are even inviting students to visit their
campuses, as a means of giving students opportunities to pre¬
view the collegiate scene.
In selecting a college the pressuresof society, the sug¬
gestions of parents, peers and the inward motivational factors
are powerful. Many times conflicts exist within the indivi¬
dual as to which factors should be assigned {^imary consideration.
What criteria should be used in the selection process? Knowing
that the decision is complex, is it necessary to analy::e
each factor separately? Is a student selection of a college
6
best for him when he can answer positively two questions:
"Am I the right student for the college?" and "Is this the
right college for me?"
Evolution of the problem.—Interest in this problem
stemmed from the researcher's participation in the NDEA
Guidance and Counseling Institute at Atlanta University,
1965-66. Increased interest was generated by a movie entitled
"College Perspective" edited by the College Entrance Exami¬
nation Board, and by two instructors. Doctor Perry Rockwell
and Doctor Huey Charlton.
Students of the NDEA Guidance and Counseling Institute
were asked to show the film "College Perspective" to groups
of students at local high schools in Atlanta, Georgia. After
the showing of the film, the writer noted that many of the
students failed to recognize pertinent information. When
students were asked to compare their choices of colleges with
those of the students in the film, they were unable to do.
Manye expressed the idea that they had really given little
thought about the decisions they had made. Others felt that
they did not know the procedures they should take in making
a decision about any particular college. The writer then
decided to undertake a study of factors influential in de
cis ions about college.
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Contribution to educational knowledge.—^The writer hopes
that an analysis and interpretation of the data gathered in a
process of such a research will contribute to educational knowl¬
edge.
1. It may disclose of the influential factors moti-
students to choose those particular colleges.
2. It may provide information which may be used by
counselors, parents and/or administrators in guiding
students toward choices of suitable colleges.
3. This research may remind counselors of their re¬
sponsibility to provide the most relevant infor¬
mation possible for students attempting to make
decisions concerning college selection.
Statement of the problem.—^The problem was to identify
those factors which influenced high school students toward the
selection of the colleges involved in the study.
Purpose of the study.—^The purposes of this study were as
follows:
1. To identify determinants that are influential in
choosing a college.
2. To draw implications for guidance in secondary
schools, especially as it relates to the role of
the counselor in such a decision-making process.
3. To analyze the findings and set forth whatever
conclusions, implications and recommendations
the research warrant.
Scope and limitation of the problem.-The population from
which data was gathered were from freshmen of Clark College.
8
The results of the data are subject to limitations inherent
in students' ability to recall events and feeling which
occurred earlier, their perception of truth, and their will¬
ingness to participate in the study.
Definition of terms.— For the sake of clarity and under¬
standing, the following definitions are proposed:
1. The terms factor and determinant refer to any
circumstance or influence which contributes to
a result. These terms will be used inter¬
changeable throughout this study.
2. The term influential refers to a pressure which
exerts some effect upon choice.
Method of research.—Students were chosen randomly from
the population by selecting every fifth person on the fresh¬
men class roll of Clark College. The descriptive survey
method of research utilizing a questionnaire was used. The
survey was so formulated that statistical analytical inter-
jaretation of the data was used.
Locale and period of study.—This study took place during
the month of April, 1966, on the campus at Clark College,
Atlanta, Georgia. Clark College is a private Liberal Arts
Methodist College for both male and female.
Description of the subjects.—^The universe from which
the sample for this study was drawn from included students in
the Freshman class of Clark College during the academic year
1965-66.
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Description of the instruments.—The data for this study
was obtained from a questionnaire developed under the super¬
vision of the researcher's advisors. Items included in the
questionnaire were based upon factors suggested from a survey
of the related literature and the catalogues of the college.
Survey of related literature.— A review of the literature
for the last twenty years indicates that about one-half of all
college admissions are wasted, in that students drop out before
obtaining their degrees. Does this figure reflect grossly
inappropriate decisions by large numbers of students? Or, were
the students victims of inadequate guidance? The college
student attrition rate is regarded as a kind of product eval¬
uation of secondary school guidance. Guidance is expected to
result in better decisions by students. The better decisions
1
are judged by more successful outcomes. If students leave
college before obtaining their degree one must assume the
decision to attend or the selection of the college was un¬
realistic in some sense.
Students' perception of the role of counselor as a
person providing assistance in the decision-making process
I
Martin Katz, Decision and Values (New York: College
Entrance Examination Board, 1963), p. 43.
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have been studied by a number of researchers. Kerr inves¬
tigated student perception of the counselor's role in the
college decision. His data v;as collected from a sample
group of 1,350 seniors responding to a questionnaire de¬
signed by him. The sample group was asked to rank or state
perceived feelings concerning the role counselors should
play in college selection, and to indicate how effectively
this role was being filled. Students ranked parents as the
most siginificant person influencing the college decision.
However, when students were asked to indicate the most ac¬
curate source of information concerning college selection,
the secondary school counselor was chosen slightly ahead of
the college representatives. Students indicated that the
most appropriate counselor's role in the decision process was
that of talking with students individually and helping them
think through problems.
Kerr concluded that individuals other than counselors
perform significant roles in the educational counseling of
present-day high school students. It may be that the reasons
counselors are not used more often is that students are not
aware of the possibilities of help from the counselors. It
should be noted that over one-third of the sample group had
made a decision to attend college prior to being able to
benefit from a counselor. Kerr did not study all factors
v?hich might lead to the choice of a specific college but
limited his study to people that were influential.^
Roemmich and Schmidt investigated students' per«
ception of assistance provided by counselors in college
planning. They attempted to determine the extent to which
students perceived counselors as providers of assistance
in college selection and planning. A questionnaire was
used in the study and completed by 2,719 high school seniors.
Of this group, 1,666 students were identified as college
bound. The counselor was specified as being the most in¬
fluential person in selecting a college in only five per
cent of the responses. The counselor rated slightly
higher when the question was asked the students to indicate
the most significant person utilized for college planning.
The researchers felt that the apparent lack of help re¬
ceived might imply a need for reappraisal of the present-
day high school counseling program. The type of guidance
program in operation in the various schools represented by
the subjects was not described, nor did they discuss the
_
William D. Kerr, "Student Perceptions of Counselor
Role in the College Decision," Personnel and Guidance
Journal, XLI (December, 1962), 337-342,
specific factors v?hich led to the choice of a particular
college. But, they had to consider other individuals as
students related to them in the choice process of choosing
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a college to attend. The influence of all factors in¬
volved in choosing a particular college is the concern of
the present researcher.
Social class research suggests that our educational
system performs the paradoxical task of aiding social
mobility while working effectively to hinder it. This
ceases to be a paradox when basic facts are examined.
Education is reputed to be free in the public schools. The
common belief is that everyone has a right to an education,
and our laws are designed to keep children in school until
a particular age. It seems common knowledge that "if you
want to succeed you must get an education," and it is often
assumed that children at and below the Common Man level
will stay in school and equip themselves for mobility.
2
Such IS not the case. it has been estimated that, whereas
_
Herman Reemmich and John L. Schmidt, "Student Per¬
ceptions of Assistance Provided by Counselors in College
Planning,” Personnel and Guidance Journal. XLI October,
1962), pp. 158 158.
2
W. Lloyd Warner, Marchia Meeker and Kenneth
Eells, Social Class in America. (New York: Harper and Row,
Publishers, 1960), p, 25.
eighty per cent of upper and upper middle class children
actually go to college, only tv?enty per cent of the lower
middle class children and five per cent of the lower class
1
children get ti§ college.
If teachers and administrators in grade and high
schools know the class positions of the children who enter
their schools they can probably predict who will and who
will not get to college. With such knowledge the educator
can h&lp to change a negative prediction to a positive one
for those whose chances for higher education are very
2
slight. In Adolescent Girls, the authors stated that
for many young people of the upper-middle class and the
3
middle class homes, going to college is taken for granted.
Most of their parents see college serving several ptirposes:
to provide a general intellectual broadening, an opportunity
to grow and develop in knowledge and skills and as vocational
preparation. Many prospective students share these expectations.
Robert j. Havighurst and Hilda, Taba, Adolescent
Character and Personality (New York: John Wiley and Sons,
Inc., 1948), p. 32.
2
Warner, Meeker and Ells, op. cit.. p. 25.
^Elizabeth Douvan andCarol Kaye, Adolescent GirIs.
(Ann Arbor,Michigan: Research Center, University of Michigan,
1956), p. 20.
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To young people of lov/er social status, college represents
the golden path to social mobility, the chance to increase
their share of social and economic rewards.^ Which colleges
will provide the greatest chances for different types of
students is vinknown. Students have different reasons for
seeking higher education and for choosing particular colleges.
Again, it must be noted that the writer is concerned with
all factors that are influential in the decision to attend
particular colleges.
Arthur A. Dole, believes that an individual in the
American educational system makes a series of choices, each
of which leads to an educational or non-educational po¬
sition. After he completed a study entitled, "A study of
Values as Determinants of Educational-Vocational Choices
in Hawaii," he concluded that, except for a decision, far
less seems to be known about the determinants of choice.
From the conclusions of his study he turned his attention
to the determinants of educational choices. There seems
a close relationship between educational choice to the
process of choosing a particular college as to What factors
are more influential in the choice.
^Ibid.. p.22.
IS
Dole, believed the determinants of educational choice
were sociological in character. He hypothesized that such
factors as social class, father's occupation, parental
education, family,income, ethnic and religious background,
and place of residence were involved in choosing a college.
His study was focused on reported determinants of college
choice by students. The data was derived from surveys
conducted during 1959 and 1960 of a student population
from Hawaii consisting of students from the sixth, ninth,
twelfth grade level, and the freshmen and seniors of the
University of Hawaii. There were a total of 10,885 males
and 11,925 females. He administered a questionnaire of
thirty-six check list items, placed in three categories:
interests, general personal values, and external in¬
fluences. The items were treated as independent categories
and each questionnaire was adapted in language and content
to fulfill specific purposes, to fit the characteristics
of the population measured.
Dole concluded that the data implied that coun¬
selors could aid a student to make a sound educational
choice. The counselor was chosen as the person most likely
to influence college plans. But,overall the counselor had
a relatively weak influence on the student. Students
16
ranked friends as a major influence in the decision to
attend college. The study v?as concerned specifically with
reported determinants, with reasons offered by students in
prospect or retrospect to the decision making process.^
As a resultful research by John Holland with
National Merit Scholarship recipients, sponsored by the
National Science Foundation and Old Dominion Foundation,
educators are beginning to gain some understanding of the
criteria students and their parents use in judging and
selecting schools. However, other factors which influence
the choice, where students get their information about the
schools, and how unconscious motives may enter the choice
still remained untouched by his studies.
The samples employed in the study were obtained from
7500 finalists in the 1957 National Merit Scholarship pro¬
gram. They ranked in the top five per cent of high school
seniors which consisted of 162,000 students. Holland's
population for the study was 814 high school seniors se¬
lected randomly. Two questionnaires were used to obtain
data from students and parents. The students were given
^Arthur A. Dole, "Reported Determinants of Educational
Choice," Personnel and Guidance Journal. XIII (February,
1964), pp. 564-570.
the California Psychological Inventory, a personality
inventory, and the Chicago Inventory of Belief, an at¬
titude scale. A list of colleges was given to the
students as a part of the study. The list consisted of
colleges chosen most often by National Merit winners.
The male list of colleges included all male schools as
well as coeducational schools; the list included all
female schools and coeducational schools. References
were also made as to the types of schools that were
listed. These types were listed as: religious-non re¬
ligious, public - private, popular-less popular, and
high rank-low rank. All of the instruments were cor¬
related. In interpreting the results the writer will
only give the findings relevant to this study .
Holland found that the criteria used most often in
the selection of colleges are: geographic boundaries,
academic quality, status prestige of the college, cost,
religion, coed or like-sexed, size of school and curricu¬
lum. Holland suggested that different institutions attract
different kinds of students and felt that various expla¬
nations of choice imply divergent personal needs and
1
values.
^John L. Holland, "Determinants of College Choice,"
College and Universitv,Voi. 35, no. 1 (Fall, 1959), pp. il
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Holland's study highlights the need for more ade¬
quate criteria for osraluating colleges and the student
need for more counseling and information about colleges.
Students appear to select colleges in the same way
that consumers often, if not usually, buy household goods;
they select colleges by means of bague notions about
reputation and values which they seldom can document mean-
1
ingfully.
John L. Holland, "Student Ebcplanation of College
Choice and Their College Popularity," College Pro¬
ductivity and Sex Differences," College and University,
Vol. 33,No. 3 (Spring, 1958), pp. 313-320.
CHAPTER II
HIESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF THE DATA
This chapter presents the findings of the study
of the determinants of college choice. These data were
derived from a questionnaire sent to seventy-six fresh¬
man students of Clark College during the academic year
of 1965-66. Seventy questionnaires were returned out of
the seventy-six sent, representing 92.1 per cent of the
total number of the questionnaires sent to the students.
The questionnaire consisted of twenty questions.
The questions were designed to encourage the students to
be candid in their responses', and as a method of facili¬
tating frankness, they were told not to sign their names
in order that their answers would be anonymous. In an¬
swering the questionnaires, students were asked to rank
or state answers of perceived feelings. It v?ill be noted
in the following tables that many students did not answer
some of the quest ions. This could have been done because
some of the questions were not applicable to them, or they
could not remember. The administering of the questionnaires
19
was done through the mail, with an instruction sheet.
The individual items and responses are summarized in
the following tables.
The data in table one contains findings pertinent
to students that did or did not have family members to
previously attend Clark College. Sixty-four of the
seventy students replied with a definite answer. Twenty-
nine, forty-one percent, had family members who pre¬
viously attended Clark College. Half of the sampled
table 1






No Answer 6 8.6
Total 70 100.0
population, fifty per cent, did not have a family member
who attended the school previously.
Table two reveals the specific family relationship
of the students to their family who had attended Clark
21
table 2
FAMILY MEMBERS OP STUDENTS WHO HAD












College, family relationship varied in closeness
from parents to cousins, with students having more mothers
and cousins to previously attend the school. It was noted
that three students had more than one family member who
previoasly attended Clark College. Of the total number
of family members, which is thirty-four, eight of those
22
represented three students. One student had a mother and
a grand mother, another student had two aunts and a cousin,
and another student had a mother and two sisters to pre¬
viously attend the school. The aex identity of the family
members is easily citable in all family members except
cousins. The female member dominated the previous at¬
tendance feo Clark College by two to one. Whether the
female or male could be considered bB a determinant was
not considered by the researcher in this study.
Table three indicates how friends are sometime in¬
fluential in a decision. Students were asked if any of
their former high school friends were in attendance in the
freshman class at Clark College. Twenty-nine students,
41 per cent of the seventy students had friends who
TABLE 3
STUDENTS WHO HAD HIGH SCHOOL FRIENDS
IN THE FRESHMAN CLASS
Students' Responses Number Per Cent
Yes 29 41, to
No 41 58. GOm
Total 70 100, oo
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entered the school when they did. The other forty-one
students replied with a no answer, that they did not have
a high school friend in the fre&hman class. Consideration
was not given to the sampled population that might have
had friends in other academic classification.
To better understand the relationship of the friends
that had entered Clark College when the twenty-nine
students did that replied "Yes" in table three, the students
were asked if they, students and friends, decided together
to attend the school. Table four presents the tabulated
answers.
Ti^BLE 4
STUDENTS THAT HAD FRIENDS TO DBCIDETO
ENTERCLARK COLLEGE WITH THEM




The table reveals that only eight of the twenty-nine
students had actually decided with their freinds to attend
2.4
the same college. Other findings in the study are
similar, v^hen concern with friends as being a determinant.
Students were asked to respond to the person that
gave them assistance in making Clark College their college
m
choice. hey were asked to check one of the following
categories: most significant, significant, least signi¬
ficant, and does not apply. Persons involved in the
question were: college representatives, counselor, friends,
ministers, parents, relatives, self, teachers, and others.
Nine students, 21 per cent, felt that the high school coun¬
selor should be ranked first as the most significant
person in assisting students to arrive at a college choice.
Other students felt that students, numbering eitht, and
themselves, numbering seven, had been most significant in the
asaitance process of choosing a college. A little over
half of the sampled population, which was forty-one students
checked someone as being the most significatn. In the
column headed significant, self and the high school coun¬
selor received the highest number of checks, numbering
seven and six respectively. Thirty-four checks were en¬
countered for in the significant column. Teachess were
selected by three students as being least sifnigicant.
Previously, teachers had received consideration in the two
TABLE 5












College Representative 3 7.3 3 8.82 2 16.6 18 26.8
Counselor 9 21.95 6 17.66 1 8,33 12 17.8
Frlends 8 18.51 1 2.94 2 16.6 7 10.4
Minister 1 2.43 3 8.83 2 16.6 10 14.9
Parents 5 12.19 4 11.76 1 8.33 5 7.4
Relatives 2 4.87 5 14.7 0 6 8.9
Self 7 17.02 7 20.58 1 8.33 0
Teacher 6 16.43 5 14.7 3 25.0 9 13.4
Others 0 0 0 0
Total 41 99.90 34 99.98 12 99.79 67 99.6
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other mentioned categories by eleven students. Tvelve
students felt that there were people who could be con¬
sidered least significant to them in their assistance in
choosing a college. These college representatives did
not apply to eighteen of the students, but were con¬
sidered an important source by six other students. Even
the school counselor that received high ratings in two
categories did not apply to twelve of the students sampled.
Ministers were a group of people that few students con¬
sidered in any of the categories. Pour students consi-
ered the minister as being significant, ten felt that
their ministers did not apply to them in their decision,
and two checked that their ministers were least significant
in the decision making process. Relatives and parents were
considered as much in this table as reviewed previously
in table two. Seven students checked relatives and
parents as being most significant, and nine students con¬
sidered them as being significant. None of the students
wrote in a person in any of the categories beside the
word "others."
Table six reflects people and other sources that
might have given assistance in becoming acquainted with
Clark College, rather than aiding the students in their
decisions to attend Clark College as was done in table
TiffiLB 6
SIGNIFICANT SOURCES FROM WHOM STUDENTS FELT THEY RECEIVED THE MOST ASSISTANCE











College Representative 6 12.77 1 3.44 1 7.69 18 27.2




Parents 4 8.51 4 13.7 9
13.63
Relatives 1 2.12 7 24.12
5 7.57
School Catalogue 13 27.65 6 20.8 3 ^ f}':
.2 . 3.Q3
School Counselor 16 34.04 2 6.8 3 23.07 12 18.1
Teacher A 8.54 6 20.8 8 61.63
Total 47 100.00 29 100.00 13 99.98 66
99.76
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five. The school counselor was considered as the source
that was most helpful in acquainting them with Clark
College by sixteen students. Three students ielt that
the counselor had been teast helpful, and twelve students
checked that the counselor did not apply them. The school
catalogue followed the school counselor as being the second
most helpful source as indicated by thirteen students. Six
other students checked that the catalogue had been helpful
tothem. The college representative of Clark College was
responded to better in this table than in the previous table.
More students indicated that the college representative was'
more important in acquainting them with the school than in
assisting them with their selection process. Relatives and
parents were instrumental in acquainting about sixteen
students with the college. , Teachers were rated low as
being the most helpful, but a little higher as being helpful
to the students. Few friends and ministers gave assistance to
students in acquainting them with Clark College. From the
entire sampled population, it is interesting to note, that
there were not any students that indicated newsm media as
being a source in which they became acquainted with the school.
29
Table seven indicates the variability of the time
at which students decided to attend college, and students'
decisions to attend a specific college. The responses
indicated that decisions were made throughout both the
elementary and high school years. The table is based on
the seven- five school plan. This plan has reference to
seven years of elementary school and five years of high
school. ^Tlbre students decided to attend college during
the elementary years than to attend a specific college
during this same span of time^T* Most of the decisions to
attend a specific college were made during the later years
of high school. Pour students decided to attend college
as an eight grader, but only one at this same grade level
decided to attend Clark College. In the ninth grade, two
students had reached the decision to attend college, whereas
only had decided the specific college to attend. In
grades tenth, eleventh, and twelfth the decisions to attend
Clark College were made in greater numbers than the de¬
cisions to attend college. Fourteen students decided to
attend Clark College and eight of the sampled population
were just deciding to attend a college during the tenth
grade. During the eleven and twelve grades, 63 per cent
of the students were deciding to attend Clark College.
TABLE 7
TIME OF DECISIONS OF THE FRESHMEN STUDENTS






1-7 25 35.7 Grades 1-7 9 12.85
8 4 5.71 8 1 1.42
9 2 2.85 9 1 1.42
10 8 11.42 10 14 20.0
11 8 11.42 11 12 17.4
12 20 28.28 12 32 45.71
No response 3 4.28 Could not Remember 1 1.42
Total 70 99.95 70 99.95
One student could not remember when he chose Clark College
to attend, and there was no response from one student as
to when he decided to attend college.
Table eight indicates the degree in which students'
high school counselor was helpful. Four areas of assistance
TABLE 8
STUDEOTS PHICEETION OF ASSISTANCE RECEIVED
FROM THEIR HIGH SCHOOL
COUNSELOR
Type of Assistance Most Helpful Helpful Least
Helpful
Educational Planning 12 1 4
General Information 3 6 2
Personal Problems 10 2 3
Study Skills 0 5 10
were presented to the students to check according to how
they perceived the counselor in their counselee-counselor
relationship. Seventeen per cent of the students surveyed
did not have a high school counselor. Those students who
did have a counselor, felt that the counselor had been
most helpful in educational planning, and with references
3?
to personal problems. General information from the coun¬
selor was considered as being helpful, but students felt
that counselors were least helpful in study skills.
Table nine presents data pertinent to the financial
assistance of the sampled population. Many researchers,
as reviewed in the survey of related literature believed
that one of the basic criteria used in the selection
process is that of cost. Students were asked if they ap¬
plied or received a scholarship to Clark College, and to
any other colleges. Twenty-three students applied for
financial assistance to Clark College. Eight students
received scholarships from other colleges. The percentage
of students applying and receiving scholarship aid is very
low compared to the number of students that were surveyed.
Less than half of the sampled population applied for a
scholarship, and less than half of those applying received
the scholarship aid. More students received scholarships
from other colleges than from Clark College.
Students were asked to state if they had visited the
campus of Clark College before entering the school. The
response to this question are presented in table ten. Out
of seventy students responding to the questionnaire, only
thirteen of the students had previously visited the campus
TABLE 9
STUDENTS APPLYING AND RECEIVING SCHOLARSHIPS
Responses of studehts




Yes 23 32.85 8 11.42
No 38 54.28
No Answer 9 12.85









REASONS WHY STUDENTS HAD VISITED

























of the collage. There were thirteen reasons given by
thirteen students. Tv?o of the thirteen reasons were given
by more than one student. Two students had attended plays
presented at the school, and four students while in
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attendance at Pce-Freshman programs of two neighboring
colleges, visited the campus. If the reasons were cata-
gerized, they probably could be listed under two headings;
The two headings of interest and social activities could
enhance all of the reasons given. Drama, choir concerts,
pre-freshman program and debates could be listed as
students' interests, and the remaining reasons would be
listed as social activities.
Table six made the researcher aware of the fact that
some students were informed of the curriculum of the school
when several checked the school catalogue as a means of
getting acquainted with the college. However, the fol¬
lowing table, eleven, reveals more than had table six. The
question in table eleven was directly concerned with the
knowledge of the cxarriculura of the college. Three-fourths
of the sampled population knew about the course offerings
TABLE 11
STUDENTS AWARENESS OF THE CURRICULUM
OF CLARK COLLEGE





of the college. It is realized that the school catalogue
is only one means or eource of finding out about the cur¬
riculum of the school. Any of the sources listed in table
six could have been a means of familiarizing one with the
curriculum.
Pour known determinants were presented to the students
to rank according to their own criteria as to how important
they considered them in the selection of choosing Clark
College. The four determinants were, academic standards,
cost, location, and reputation. These possible determinants
were chosen after closely examining the survey of related
literature. The foiar determinants or criteria represent
notions about judging colleges which are commonly held by
students, counselors, and teachers. Students were asked to
rank the four possible determinants from one to four. The
one represented the most important determinaht,two re¬
presented the second most important factor, three or
third represented the third most important, and four the
last determinant that was probably considered by the student.
Academic standards were considered the most important de¬
terminant by thirteen students. In that same rank of
most important determinants, cost, location, and reputation
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followed in that order. The determinant that ranked
second to academic standards was cofet by nine students.
Reputation, location, and academic standards were ranked
in this order in as the second most important factors. This
was just the opposite of the first ranked order, More
students felt that location would be considered third.
These data are revealed in Table 12.
TABLE 12
important determinants irobably used




Second Third Four th
Academic Standards 13 1 2 0
Cost 8 9 4 1
Location 6 2 7 2
Reputation 3 7 2 3
Al^hou^h students had been asked previously What
people assisted them in the choice of Clark College, the
researcher was interested in the reasons for attend the
school. Students were asked precisely what influenced them
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in the selection of Clark College. The reasons are listed
in table thirteen according to the number of students that
stated that particular reason. Academic standards or
TABLE li
STUDEOTS' REASONS FOR ATTENDING
CLARK COLLEGE














Do not know 2
Total 59
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academic quality was chosen by more students. Academic
standards also ranked first in table twelve as a possible
determinant used in the selection process. Parents and
mothers are listed separately because they were given by
different students as their reasons. The researcher
took under consideration the fact that parents (two people),
and mother (one person), were two different determinants.
But, the two of them could have been listed under relatives,
and the number would have been eight. Students did list as
reasons church related iihd the church Methodist school.
These reasons are included in church affiliation. One
student speficied the type of athletic sports rather than
just sports. All of the persons mentioned by the students
had been considered in other tables. However, four of the
reasons were not considered. Eighty-four per cent of the
sampled population gave a reason for their attendance at
Clark College. Thirteen students did not give a reason,
including the two students that replied that they did not
know.
When the questionnaires were sent to the students
their freshman school year had ended. It was felt by the
researcher that the students had probably decided if they
were going to return to Clark College to complete their
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college education. At the completion of the school year,
the ratio of students returning to Clark College vfas much
higher than those students that stated that they were not
going to return. The findings are presented in table four¬
teen.
TABLE 14
STUDENTS • DECISIONS TO RETURN TO COLLEGE
Responses Number Per Cent
Yes 61 87.14
No 9 12.85
Eighty-seven per cent of the students felt that they
were returning, representing over three-fourths of the
sampled population.
Noting that, in table fourteen, nine students replied
that they would not select Clark College again as their
college choice, thejsasons are listed in the following
table. Table fifteen represents the reasons as stated by
seven of those students. The reasons are listed without
priority. The reasons as they are stated, probably stemmed
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TABLE 15
STUDENTS' REASONS FOR NOT RETURNING
TO CLARK COLLEGE
Reasons
1. Cannot get a major in Physical Education
2. Poor grades
3. Teachers were not motivating
4. Dormitory rules too strict
5. No freedom
6. Clark was not the college I really wanted to attend,
went because of ray parents
7. I do not believe I passed all of my subjects.
from the manner in which the school was selected as the
college choice. Two of the reasons given could have been
combined. They are poor grades and the fear of not passing
subjects. For sixty-one students Clark College was a
realistic choice, but to the other nine, although the
percentage is low, Clark was an unrealistic choice. It is
this few that probably did not choose Clark College by
determinants that are meaningful.
CHAOTER III
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSION
Introduction.— Few studies have been done in the
area of college choice. Therefore, little is known of
what determinants actually influence students in making
the decision of what specific college to attend. The re¬
literature shows the limited amount of investigation that
have been done on the subject. Even with these investigations,
the selection process of choosing a college has rarely been
investigated in any systematic way. Nevertheless, most
researchers have various opinions concerning the stibject.
This chapter is intended to summarize the study with
reference to the problem, methodology and related literature,
as well as to bring into focus the findings, conclusions,
implications and recommendations which have been derived
therefrom.
Problem and Methodology.—^The problem was to identify
those factors which influenced freshmen students toward the
selection of the college involved in the study. Specifically
41
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the study proposed to:
1. Identify determinants that were influential
in choosing Clark College.
2. To draw implications for guidance in secondary
schools especially as they relate to the role
fo the counselor in such a decision making
process.
3. To analyze the findings from the data, and set
forth whatever conclusions, implications, and
recommendations the research warrants.
In order to accomplish the purposes set forth in the
study, descriptive-svirvey method of research was used. A
questionnaire was constructed by the writer, and was employed
to collect data from seventy-six freshmen students of
Clark College dviring the academic year of 1965-66. The
questionnaire consisted of twenty items. Percentages were
used in the analysis of the data in order to achieve the
purposes of the study.
Summary of Related Literature.—The writer found that
the studies done in this area pertinent to this study
covered a period of about nine years. The first study having
been done in 1958. It is significant to note the fact that
the literature reveals a growing desire of educators to
learn about how students select a college to attend. Most
studies directly related to the problem have been done
with National Merit Scholars. These are students that
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because of their academic achievement in high school can
practically be admitted to any college tney desire. However,
these studies are limited in that they have homogenous
grouping of students. The summary of the related litera¬
ture revealed the following points:
1. Researchers indicate that criteria that many
students consider in the selection process of
choosing a college are: (1) status prestige
or reputation, (2) academic quality, (3) cost,
(4) geographic or location, and (5) religious
affiliation.
2. Another criterion found in studies was whether
or not the school is coeducational.
3. Exploratory studies suggest that different col¬
leges attract different students, and the
explanation lies within the personal needs and
interest of the students.
4. It is generally agreed that the choice of a col¬
lege as well as the decision to attend is in¬
fluenced by any or all of the following indivi¬
duals: (1) parents, (2) teachers, (3) counselors,
(4) close friends, and (5) other adult ac¬
quaintances .
5. Studies indicate that the high school counselor
was not often seen as the person that influences
students' choice of colleges.
6. There is considerable agreement among researchers
that the blooming enrollment of colleges is due to
the educational demands of society.
7. Studies which dealt with students' perception of
the role of the counselor, revealed that the
counselors' role in a decision making process was
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that of talking with students individually, and
helping them think through the problem.
8. Many researchers feel that students select col¬
leges by means of vague notions about colleges,
which seldom can be documented meaningfully.
Summary of Findings.—A summary of the basic findings,
resulting from the collection and analyzation of the data
is presented below:1.Twenty-nine students had relatives that previously
attended Clark College, representing 41.4 per cent.
2. The school catalogue was a good source of infor¬
mation in acquainting students with Clark College
and the school counselor was quite resourceful
also.
3. Eignty per cent of the students decided to enter
Clark College ::d.uring the last three years of high
school.
4. Fifty-nine students reported a determinant as
being influential in their college decision to
attend Clark College.
5. Thirteen students, 18 per cent, felt that academic
standards of the college were a most important de¬
terminant in their selection.
6. Scholarship assistance was received by eight
students, although twenty-three students applied
for the financial aid.
7. Tws&lve students perceived the counselor as being
most helpful in educational planning and personal
problems.
8. Generally, students were assisted in the selection
of Clark College by counselors, parents, friends,
and relatives.
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9. One out of every eleven students felt the choice
of Clark College was primarily his/her own
decision.
10. Nine students reported that they wee not re¬
turning to Calrk College to complete their
college career.
Conclusions.— In view of the data assembled in
Chapter II, relative to the determinants of college choice,
the following conclusions are drawn:
1. That there was little difference between the
number of students seeking counselors for
assistance and the other people mentioned in the
study.
2. Pressure from people giving assistance may be
guiding students into college, whereas, they
may be more adequately fitted for non* college
vocations.
3. It is likely that counseling the college bound
student will become increasingly specialized.
4. Counselors should try to assist students in a
more adequate way in evaluating the selection
profess of choosing a college.
Implications;—^The findings and conclusions of this
study provided information from which the following im
plications were derived.
1. It appears that colleges are reluctant to pxib-
lish information about their schools which sould
reflect the rules, regulations, and other per¬
tinent information students need.
2. The wise selection of a collete can be made if
adequate information is available.
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3. There exist no uniformity or particular criteria
that students can use as a guiding factor in
choosing a college.
4. The role a counselor is to play in the edu¬
cational settings should be clearly understood
by both students and teachers.
Recommendations.—^The implications of the findings
and conclusions of this study seem to warrant the fol¬
lowing recommendations:
1. Counselors should establish a reference library
of college materials.
2. Counselors should assist students in more ade¬
quate ways in evaluating the selection process
of choosing a college.




I chose your name randomly from the Freshman Class
Roll of Clark College. I am asking you to participate in
a study I am doing for my thesis at Atlanta University.
Your name shall not be mentioned in the study, nor v?ill
I have a record of your name.
Enclosed is a questionnaire and an envelope ad¬
dressed to me. Please answer the questionnaire and return
it by the 14th of June.




QUESTIONNAIRE1.Are you the first from your family to attend Clark College?
Yes no
la. If you were not the first from your family to attend
Clark, indicate your relationship to those who attended
before you.
Relationship Relationship Relationship
2. Are any of your high school friends in the Freshman class
at Clark College? Yes NO
2a. If yes, did you and your friends in the Freshman class
decide to attend Clark College? Yew No
3. Whose assistance was most valuable to you in making your
decision to attend Clark College?
Most Least Does










indicate)4.Did the following sources help you to become acquainted
with Clark College?
Most Little Does not





Most HI Little Does :











(Please indicate)5.At what grade level did you decide to attend college?
Grades
"T^T 5’Eli— -gth TITEh— IITR irETT
5a. At what grade level did you decide to attend Clark?
Grades 1-7 8th 9th 10th 11th 12 th6.Indicate the degree to which your high school counselor






Study Skills ________ __________ ________7.Did you apply for a scholarship to Clark College Yes
No
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8. Did you receive a scholarship to Clark College? Yes No
9. Did you receive a scholarship to any other college? Yes No.
10. If answer is yes, did the other collges offer your more or
or less financially? More less
10. Before entering Clark,as a frealman, Iftad you ever visited
the campus? Yes No
10a. If answer yas yes, for what reasons did you visit the
campus?
11. Before entering Clark were you aware of the curriculum of
the college? Yes No
12. Rank the following from 1 through 4 as being important
in your decision to attend Clark College.




Reputation13.What do you feel was the most important reasonf for your
attendance at Clark?14.Would you select Clark College again as your college
choice, if you were a high school senior? Yes No.
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